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(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an electronic endoscope system, 
consisting of pluralities of scopes and an image signal processing unit to 
which arbitrary scope can be connects selectively and removably and that 
applies proper white balance processing to a pixel signal obtained from each 
connected scope. 
SOLUTION: Each scope 10 is provided with a solid-stage image-pickup 
means 14. Each scope is provided with a memory 26 that stores information 
data to identify each scope itself, and an image signal processing unit 12 is 
provided with a memory 46 that stores white balance correction coefficient 
data, corresponding to the information data for each scope. When an optional 
scope is connected to the unit 12, the unit 12 reads information data from the 
memory 26 to discriminate whether or not the data corresponding to the 
information data are stored in the memory 46. When the unit 12 discriminates 
that the memory 46 has the data corresponding to the information data, the 
unit 12 applies white balance processing to a pixel signal from the solid-state 
image- pickup means 14, based on the white balance correction coefficient 
data. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsitole for any 
<ianvages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2. * * * • shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

mieVechnical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the electronic endoscope system which consists of two or more 
g>Toscopes and the picture signal processing unit which it may have came to connect free [ attachment and detachment of each of these 
gyroscopes ]. 

roSption of the Prior Art] In an electronic endoscope system which was mentioned above, the gyroscope of various types, for example the 
Lyroscope for photogastroscope. the gyroscope for bronchial tubes, the gyroscope for intestinum crassums, etc. are used, and. now. it >s at le^ 
200 asTe modality Beyond     modality is Wvn. As everyone knows, each gyroscope is constituted as a flexible conduit, a solid-s^te image 
pictopSrfor example. CCD (charge coupled device) image sensors, is prepared in the distal end of Ae fy^^f.-^^f^'/^-^ ^CD 
sensofs are combined with an objective lens system. Moreover, the light guide for a lightmg which consists of opUcal-fiber flux is made to 
nsen in in such a gyroscope, the end face of the point is located in the distal end of ttie gyroscope of an electromc endoscope and other^nd 

section is located in the juxtaposition edge of a gyroscope. If a gyroscope is connected to a picture signal processmg umt. the hght gmde for a 
lighting will be optically connected to the light source lamp formed in this picture signal processmg unit. .    .        .. „p,,,, ....tal 
^OoS At the time of an insertion of the gyroscope into a patient's coelome. it is the front of the objective ens ^ by the side of    d stal 
Sm the pSit end face of a light guide to injection light, it has. and is illuminated, and image formation of the photographic sul^ject uMge 

cauSy tiie objecti^^ lens systeTby'this is carried out to the light-receiving side of CCD image sensors, and a photo ^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Sd out as a Jixel signal there. The pixel signal acquired by CCD image sensors is sent to the video-signal processmg <='«^^V"/P'^?^« 
sS^^orocessing unit after receiving a predetermined image processing, for example, white balance processmg. gamma correction, profile 
SESiT ete fl^ere. it is outputted to TV monitoring device as a video signal, and an optical endoscope image is reproduced there. 
^o55fSyAT>^r*fn;^lir of pixels of CCD image sensors used with each gyroscope and the frequency of the       pul-for pr^smg of 
a oixel signal diC&r from the correction factor for white balance processing etc. accordmg to the modality of gyroscope Jhen. in the former 
non viatuTmemW^^^ for example, the memory only for read-out in which re-writing is possible, is prepared m each gyroscope. The 
lZlttl^^7J?o^^^ of p'ix;is. the frequenc/data of a clock pulse, the ^-^^j!^^^^^ 
etc are stored there Whenever each gyroscope is connected to a picture signal processmg umt. every, the system controller m this picture 
S^^prSess *;^riTAe data ^the non-volatile memory of this gyroscope. Based on these data, it is made to process the pixel signal • 
from CCD image sensors of each gyroscope. 

Klemfsl to be Solved by the Invention] However, if it is in the conventional electronic endoscope system A >ias mentioned above, tiie 
SoSem StLSuy wStebaLce processing caAnot carry out proper is pointed out. If it explains in fiiU detad. when each gyroscope will 
be £fo^TfrJi^?work^ is connected to the crit^a pictiire signal processing unit called master pictiire signal processmg 
^^fa S^oJniS crSorS^tSr >^te balance processing is perfofmed there, and the correction-factor data is written m the non-volatile 
TmorTo^ flds K^o^S How^^^ an optical proper^ etc. ^ not necessarily in .agreement between the picture signal processmg umt 
wTeTide San'SnS a cS'pictiire sign^ procLSig ^nit and white balance processing is performed in Je P-turesignal processmg • _ 
2urby the side of an user based on L correction-factor data of each gyroscope, the white balance processmg is the optimum^ _ 
mol] Moreover Itiiough the correction factor for white balance processing is deeply related to Uxe color temperature propei^ hL t^e^ 

"urce l^p of each pictSe signal processing unit especially, the color temperature property of this light source lamp itself also has the 

setup for white balance processing, and to update it about each picture signal processmg umt by the side of an user. 
ffi Sfort re p^ose of tiUs inventiCis an electronic endoscope systein which conskts of two or more gyroscopes 
^processing unit\vWch it may have came to comiect free [ attachment and detachment of each of these gfoscopes ]. and is offenng the 
SoSreXsL^ ^ein which can guarantee proper white balance processing to the pixel signal acquired with each gyroscope. 

ffiSs for Solvine the Probleml The electromc endoscope system by this invention consists of two or more gyroscopes and a pictiire signal 
S?^«siSSSch it my toJ^^    comiect free [ att/chment'and detachment of each of these gyroscopes ]. the solid-state miage pck-up 
S for^rSS^ pixersiUl carry out the photo electric translation of the optical photographic subject miage to each gyrosc°Pe is 
Slished. and L video-sgtal JoLssing means for generating a video signal based on a ppcel signal is prepared in a P"=mre s^ 
nr^essing ^t Each gyroscope possesses a gyroscope side memory means to store the gyroscope specific infonnation data for specifymg it 
Sence Tii^sidfTemorJ means by wSch a picture signal processing unit storos the white balance correction-factor ^ corre^ndmg 
to Srosco% sSf^^i^o^^^   data and each gyroscope s^cific infonnation data about each of two or more g^oscopes. Wh«i arbitra^ 
gvxo'Jcoper^^^^^^ signal proc«sing Lt^oscope specific information data are read from the g7«=«>P"'f/^^«^''^ 
means knd a distinction mean^ to distinguish whether the thing applicable to the read-out gyroscope specific mfomiation <lata isstoredm the 
^t^de memory means is provided, the pixel signal acquired from the solid state image pickup device of arbitiary gyroscopes v*en what 
Ss by I distinction meL and corresponds to gyroscope specific information data was stored in the umt ^ 
distinguished - receiving - the gyroscope mystery e - white balance processmg based on the white balance correction-factor data 

more ivrosco^s h^SrS«k ^       means preferably is stored in this unit side memory means as a registration day. In this case, when 
^SS^oi^s^e^S^l^a pictiire signal pro<issing unit, gyroscope specific infonnation data are read from the gyroscope side 
Sm^S V^eX E apS^^^ to the readout gyroLpe specific infonnation data was stored in the umt side memory means and it 
h d^tk^^S STerstL^fon means. When a days operation means to calculate the d^erence dunng the conriection Jy TJ'^^^^*;- 
L whid^comiected arbitrary gyroscopes to the pictiire signal processing unit, and the difference calculated according to this days operatwn 
^e bSSd predctennined^^S A Xte balance recdrifiguration infonnation means to report the purport which should reconfigure the white 



balance correction-factor data to arbitrary gyroscopes is established. 
[0011] Moreover, in the electronic endoscope system by this invention, when what reads by the distinction means and corresponds to g>TOScope 
specific information data was not stored in the unit side memory means and it is distinguished, a non-registered information rheans to report the 
purport \\1uch has not registered arbitrary gyroscopes may be established. 
[0012] ftirtheimore, it was stored in the imit side memory means in the electronic endoscope system by this invention - each of gyroscope 
specific information data may be stored also in the gyroscope side memory means of an applicable gyroscope at least 
[0013]  
[Embodiments of the Invention] Next, the 1 operation gestalt of the electronic endoscope s>'stem by this mvenUon is explamed with reference to 
an accompanying drawying. ui  i j- 
[0014] Reference of drawing 1 shows the electronic endoscope used by the electronic endoscope system by this invention as a block diagram. 
An electronic endoscope possesses the gyroscope 10 which consists of a flexible conduit, and this gyroscope 10 is connected to the picture 
signal processing unit 12 called processor free [ attachment and detachment ]. The CCD image sensors 14 are formed, the point, i.e., the distal 
end, of a gyroscope 10, these CCD image sensors 14 are combined with an objective lens system (not shown), and the photographic subject 
image taken by this objective lens system is made they to carry out image formation to the light-receiving side of the CCD image sensors 14. 
[0015] Moreover, the light guide 16 which consists of optical-fiber flux is made to insert in in a gyroscope 10, and the distal end of this light 
guide 16 is prolonged to the distal end of a gyroscope 10. The juxtaposition edge of a light guide 16 is connected to the outside edge of the light 
guide 18 in this picture signal processing unit 12 at the time of a link of the gyroscope 10 to the picture signal processing unit 12, and the 
inside edge of a light guide 18 is optically connected to light source lamps, such as a halogen lamp or a xenon lamp. Since an electronic 
endoscope is constituted so that the color picture by the Jimji Men method can be reproduced, it is made to be placed between the rotating type 
RGB light filter 22 as a rotating type three-primary-colors light filter with this operation gestalt between the light source lamp 20 and the inside 
edge of a light guide 18. The light from the light source lamp 20 is made to condense by the condenser lens which is not illustrated by the 
inside end face of a light guide 18. .      „, . 
[0016] In addition, the rotating type RGB light filter 22 is rotated by the predetermined rotational frequency accordmg to TV picture 
reproduction method adopted with an electronic endoscope. For example, when the PAL system is adopted, the rotational frequency of the 
rotating type RGB light filter 22 is 25Hz. an NTSC color TV system is adopted and the rotational frequency is set to 30Hz at a case. 
[0017] If you state concretely, the rotating type RGB light filter 22 consists of a disk element, and this disk element is divided into six sector ^ 
fields toward a periphery from the center, and every other three 1 sector fields in these sectors field will be made into a shading field, and let 
other three sector fields be a red VCF, a green VCF. and a blue VCF. respectively. If the rotating type RGB light filter 22 is rotated by 30Hz 
(NTSC color TV system), the time which the one rotation takes is about 33.3ms (l/30sec). It becomes and the lighting time in the VCF of each 
color is set to about 33.3 / 6ms. The red light from an end face, the green light, and the blue glow of a distal end of a light guide 16 are 33.3ms 
(l/30sec) of **s. It is made to inject one by one only for about 33.3 / 6ms in between, and a photographic subject has by red light, green light, 
and the blue glow, it is illuminated one by one, and image formation of the photographic subject image of each of that color is carried out to the 
light-receiving side of the CCD image sensors 14 one by one. 
[0018] The CCD image sensors 14 carry out the photo electric translation of the optical photographic subject image of each color by which 
image formation was carried out to the light-receiving side to the analog pixel signal for one frame, and the analog pixel signal for one frame of 
each of that color is read from the CCD image sensors 14 one by one for the next shading time (33.3/6ms) which follows the li^tinjg time 
(33.3/6ins) of each color. Read-out of the analog pixel signal from the CCD image sensors 14 is performed by the CCD driver circuit 24 
prepared in the gyroscope 10 side. In addition, although the lighting time by red light, green light, and the blue glow should differ somevtot, . 
respectively since the output power of each color from a light filter 22 differed from the spectral sensitivity characteristic of the CCD iinage 
sensors 14 when said strictly, read-out of the analog pixel signal for one frame of each color from the CCD image sensors 14 is performed 
within the same shading time! .    u - u 
[0019] Moreover, the suitable non-volatile memory (EEPROM) 26 for a gyroscope 10 side, for example, the memory only for read-out m which 
re-writing is possible, is formed, and the various informations about the CCD image sensors 14 included in the gyroscope 10 are written in this 
EEPROM26. For example, the frequency information on the clock pulse at the time of processing the analog picture signal read with the 
number data of pixels of the CCD image sensors 14 and the CCD driver circuit 24 etc. is stored in EEPROM26, aiid the gyroscope specific I:* 
information data, for example, the.gyroscope name data, and serial-number data for specifying gyroscope 10 the very thing are further 
mentioned to it as infonnation data especially relevant to this invention.        . .;. 
[0020] A system controller 28 is fonned in the picture signal processing unit 12, and this system controller 28 consists of a microcomputer. 
That is, a system controller 28 consists of the memory (RAM) and which (I/O) which store temporarily the memory (ROM) only for read-put , (fj 
which stores the program for performing a central-process unit (CPU) and various routines, a constant, etc., data, etc. and in >vhich        ■ . 
writing/read-out is free, and controls an operation of an electronic endoscope at large. 
[0021] Moreover, if the memory read-out circuit 30 prepares in the picture signal processing unit 12 and    and the gyroscope 10 are connected 
with the picture signal processing unit 12. EEPROM26 will be connected to a system controller 28 through the memory read-out circuit 30, a 
system controller 28 reads the information data in EEPROM26 through the memory read-<)ut circuit 30 this tiirie, and a store hold is carried out 
temporarily [ the information data ] in RAM in a system controller 28. 
[0022] Furthermore, the video-sigiial processing circuit 32 and the timing generator 34 w^ch controls an operation of this video-signal 
processing circuit 32 are formed in the picture signal processing unit 12, The video-signal processing circuit 32 includes CCD process circuit 
32A, an analog / digital (A/D) converter 32B, and frame memory 32C. A timing generator 34 controls an operation of the video-signal 
processing circuit 32 by the bottom of a control of a system controller 28. The video-signal processing circuit 32 is connected to the CCD driver 
circuit 24 at the time of a link of the gyroscope 10 to the picture signal processing unit 12, the analog pixel signal for one firame of each color 
read from the CCD iinage sensors 14 with the CCD driver circuit 24 is sent to the video-signal processing circuit 32 one by one, and after 
processing suitably there, it is outputted from this video-signal processing circuit 32 as a color video signal (R, G, B). 
[0023] If it explains in full detail, the analog pixel signal for one. frame of each color read from the CCD image sensors 14 with the CCD driver 
circuit 24 will receive the various image processings in CCD process circuit 32A, for example, v/hite balance processing, gamma correction, 
profile highlight processing, etc. fust About white balance processing especially relevant to this invention, it is carried out by integrating the 
analog pixel signal for one frame of each color by'the correction-factor data prepared for every color. Various image processings are performed 
according to the clock pulse outputted from a timing generator 34 to CCD process circuit 32A, and are decided about the frequency of the clock 
pulse based on the frequency data read from EEPROM26. 
[0024] The analog pixel signal for one frame of each color which received the image processing suitably by CCD process circuit 32A is 

- outputted to A/D-converter 32B. The analog pixel signal for one frame of each color is changed one by one into a digital pixel signal by A/D- 
converter 32B, and the digital pixel signal for one frame is written in the predetermined field of frame memory 32C. That is, the red memory 
storage which stores the red digital pixel signal for one frame in frame memory 32C, the green memory storage which stores the green digital 
pixel signal for one frame, and the blue memory storage which stores the blue digital pixel signal for one frame are contained, and the digital 
pixel signal for one frame of an applicable color is stored in each memory storage. 
[0025] About the conversion to the digital pixel signal in A/D-converter 32B from an analog pixel signal, it is carried out based on the write-in 
clock pulse which is performed based on the sampling clock pulse ftutputted from a timing generator 34 to this A/D-converter 32B, and is 



outputted from a timing generator 34 to frame memory 32C about the writing of the digital pixel signal to frame memory 32C. The frequency of 
a samplin" clock pulse and a write-in clock pulse is decided based on the frequency data obtained from EEPROM26. 

• [00261 On the other hand a clock pulse is also outputted. a digital pixel signal is read from the memory storage of each color of frame memory 
32C based on this read-out clock pulse, at this time, a field distincUon signal, a horizontal synchronizing signal, a verUcal synchromzmg signal, 
etc are outputted suitably, and read [ it reads from a timing generator 34 to frame memory 32C. and) from a tmung generator 34, and it is 
added to a digital pixel signal. In short, in case a digital pixel signal is read from the memory storage of each color of frame memory 32C. this 
dioital pixel signal is outputted as a digital video signal. The frequency of a read-out clock pulse as well as the case of the frequency of a wnte- 
in'clock pulse is decided based on the frequency data obtained from EEPROM26. The red digital video signal (R). the green digital video 
simal (G) and blue digital video signal (B) wfech are outputted from frame memory 32C are inputted into the video process circuit 36. 
rOQ271 If drawing 2 is referred to. the detailed block diagram of the video process circuit 36 will be shown, and the character processing circuit 
37 wll be established in the video process circuit 36 so that clearly from this drawing. A Video RAM is built in the character processmg circuit 
37 and the adjustable character code information data inputted from the fixed character code information data read from ROM of a system 
controller 28 or a keyboard (not shown) are once written in the predetermined address of the Video RAM of the character processmg circuit 37. 
In the character processing circuit 37. a character-pattern signal is generated based on the character code information data written m the Video 

ra0281 As shown in drawing 2 . the digital adders 38R. 38G. and 38B. the digital / analog (D/A) converters 40R.40G, and 40B. and the low 
nass filters (LPF) 42R 42G. and 42B are further formed in the video process circuit 36. The digital video signal (R. G. B) m Aree prunaiy 
^,    „        ./    •    ,   .  : J .1 i • t»= ojm^i f«>tT»     rbaracteT Droccssing circuit 37 are mputted into each 
colors from a video-Signal processmg circun mm uic -ign—       f , Tt .    V^^°-^X' ^^       ■     . ^„i«rc thorp 
of the diaital adders 38R. 38G. and 38B, and a character-pattern signal is added to a digital video signal (R. G. B) m three pnmaiy colors there. 
After the°dioital video signal (R, G. B) in three primary colors which added the character-pattern signal is changed mto an analog video signal 
Si t^ee primary colors bfo/A .;on;eriers 40R. 40G. and 40B and subsequently passes through LPF 42R. 42G. and 42B by thein. it is outputted 
to the TV monitoring device 44 ( drawing! ). and the color pichire based on the analog video signal in three primary colors m there is 

1002^ AtUie time of reproduction of the color picttire in the TV monitoring device 44. digital conversion machine 38R, Although alphabetic 
information is also displayed based on the character-pattern signal added by 38G and 38B and the fixed alphabetic mformauon concerning 
r such alphabetic information ] adjustable alphabetic infonnation and reproduction color pictures, such as a patient name, medical ex^mMtion 

me and a medical examination brief review, is contained As alphabetic information especially relevant to this mvention. four fixed alphabetic 
infomation. for example, "the setup of a white balance setup was completed". Four messages which are said a white balance setup was 
completed", "register this gyroscope", and "a white balance needs to be reconfigured" are mentioned. These messages, i.e.. fixed ^PhabeUc 
infonnation. are beforehand stored in ROM of a system controller 28 as code data, as mentioned above, and these codes data are read from 
ROM of a system controller 28 if needed, and are written in the Video RAM of the character processmg circuit 37. In addiUon. about the 
meaning of four messages mentioned above, it is clarified by the below-mentioned pubhcauon. ^      „„„ „„i,Hle 
[0030] U-it returns to drawing 1 again and it explains, according to this invention, a system controller 28 ^^^'l^^SSi^^ f^L^ « 
Sry (EEPROM) 46nb;^ample. the memory only for read-out in which re-writing is possible, and this EEPROM46 mj be^^^^o ^ 
SYStenrcontroUer 28 through memory write / read-out circuit 48. Each information data of two or more gyroscopes (10) which constitute the 
Sortie «iS~ syst^by this invention are written in EEPROM46 by the system controller 28 through memory write / read-out cm:mt 
48 Sre^STedLbrJtipn data are read from EEPROM46 to 

ioOSnif dravjingS is referred to. as an example of a format of EEPROM46 is illustrated typically and it is show in this <^a>Mng. the memory 
storage ofEEPROM46 will be *«**ed to two or more partition field 46A - having - each parUUon field 46A-- four more subdi^sion field 
46M 146^ and 46A3 And 46A4 It      s. It is assigned to each gyroscope (10) arid each partiUon field 26A is ^bd^,X„^if .l^JLI^'* 
46A2 Gyroscope name data and manufacttire serial-number data are written m.each as gyroscope specific ^''^'^f^,^.^^^^^'^^^ 
gyroscope, and it is subdivision field 46A3. And 46A4 The registration date data of a gyroscope and the correction-factor data for white balance 

foT32TG4o'^o^S^e^dTto^^^^ by "SCOPEl". -SCOPE2". "SCOPE3"/.-SCOPE5-. etc.in ttie example sho^ in^ap^. and s«ial- 
S S-n'l^data are shown by "000001". "000003". "000013" "000021". "000005". etc. m it. ^Kli'^^^^^^'i^^'l^t ' 
days and months are shown under A.D., about the correction-factor data for white balance processmg it is , R- 124 about the *«»f J? « . 
SoSl signal, and is -G= 108" ab;>ut the thing to a green analog pixel signal. "6= 120" shows the thmg to a blue analog pjxel «gnal. and 

1 TesenLeric^u;«areequivalenttothegain(gain)ofanon-illustratedvideoamplifier^to 
-EEPROM46 it is carried out at the time ofa white balance correction-factor settipofeach gyroscope so tiwt It may mention te^^^ _ 

foMsfTb li' hSS drawing 1. the light source lamp 20 is comiected to a system controller 28 through the lamp power circuit 50 and the 
elecric supply to the li^IT^ lamp 20is controlled by the system controller 28 from the lamp feeder circmt 50. Moreover, a con^ol P^f 
52 is formed'm the picSxe signal processing unit 12. and a various annunciator and various various switches are formed in this control parcel 
52. L action, tiie Lie rock^^tch which changes ON/OFF of the main power supply (not diown) f J^";?-^^ "f^ P^f^^^^^^ ^ 
a switch relevant to this invention especially in the drawing 1 (SW). The hghtmg switch which ~'it'°»?.»?8^^f„5^«}\8ht «^un^l^^^ 
(SW) The white balance configuration switch (SW) at the time of setting up the mode change-over switch (SW) and w*ite batence correction 
facTor whi ch change the usual operating mode iid the usual white balance setting mode of an electromc endoscope is shown by reference marks 

mW^^Mn^io. the flow chart of the white balance configuration routine performed by the system controller 28 « sjovm and 
Lfler the SSfstart turns on a line rocker switch 54. it will be performed by choosing the white balance settmg niode by the ?n^"h^«- 
ov« switch 58. In addition, it is carried out when reconfiguring a white balance about the gyroscope already used by the f^^^^^^"^ 
system by this invention when a gyroscope new after delivery of the electromc endoscope system by tins        ^^^^^^^^Si' f„ 
endoscope system by this invention is newly supplied to medical institations. such as an mfirmaiy, etc. about a setup of a white balance, for 

Sli'st^lm. it is judged whether the light source lamp 20 was ttmied on by ON of the lighting switch 56.   "g^'Shtilrf S^r' 
amp 20 is checked at st^, 401. it will progress to step 402 and it will be judged whether toe predetemuiied time ^« I'^^S °f^.^,^^' 

source lamp 20 passed there. Namely, it will be in the standby status until the photogenesis status of the light source ^^0 « ^ A^^f. 
■    After stabilizing the photogenesis status of the light source lamp 20. it progresses to step 403 and Ae message of the P"^Jl*^^ °^ 

a white balance setup completed tiiere. for example, a message which is referred to as "the setup of a white balance settip was completed . is 

fSTAt ^re^^cT'in^T^'gtf wh^iSrl^ gyroscope (10) was connected to the picture signal processing unit 12. If comiection of a gyro^^ 
Kked KK^ess to step 405 and '^XX be judged whether it is the no by which the white telance configuraUon -^^^^ J^"* 
on there. The white b^ance configuration switch 60 is turned on by an operator's manual operation after ^ cornpleUon of a setting settip of a 
white balance. Here, if a setting settip of a white balance is described briefly, a white balance settip will be performed by ^^f f^ 
envelopment field x^dth a referaice 4ite. That is. a predetermined reference white will be applied to tiie i«nes medialis orbitae of this 
So?mS field, it will get down, and a setting settip of a white balance will be completed by mserting the nose of cam of a gyroscope (10) m 



the envelopment inside of the body. In addition, the setup of the white balance in an electronic endoscope itself is common knowledge. 
[0037] If ON of the white balance configuration switch 60 is checked at step 405, it will progress to step 406. g>Toscope specific irrformation 
data, i.e., gyroscope name data, and manufacture serial-number data will be read from EEPROM26 of a connection gyroscope there, and it will 
be held in RAM of a system controller 28. Subsequently, at step 407, it is judged for whether the thing corresponding to the read-out gyroscope 
specific information data is stored in    EEPROM46, and a connection gyroscope whether it is un-registering. 
[0038] When having not registered an applicable connection gyroscope, it progresses to step 408 and reads there, and gyroscope specific 
information is subdivision field 46A1 of intact partition field 46A of EEPROM46. And 46A2 It is written in, respectively. Subsequently, 
subdivision field 46A3 of partition field 46A of a **** [ the concerned date data (namely, date which is going to register a connection 
gyroscope) ] in step 408 It is wxitten in. In addition, the data obtained from the clock (calendar) function built in the system controller 28 as the 
concerned date data are used. 
[0039] the case where the gyroscope specific information of the connection gyroscope is already registered into predetermined partition field 
46A in step 407 on the other hand when the connection gyroscope was already registered and it is checked - step 409 from step 407 - skipping 
- subdivision field 46A3 of the partition field 46 predetermined [ this ] in there Date data are updated by the concerned date data. 
[0040] At step 410, an analog pixel signal is read from the CCD image sensors 14. and white balance correction-factor data calculate based on 
the analog pixel signal and the analog pixel signal acquired fix)m the reference white. In addition, it is carried out from the former about the 
operation of such white balance correction-factor data. 
[0041] The result of an operation obtained at step 410 in step 411, i.e., white balance correction-factor data, is subdivision field 46A4 of 
applicable partition field 46A of EEPROM46. It is written in. In addition, when the connection gyroscope is already registered, it is the 
subdivision field 46A4, White balance correction-factor data are rewritten and updated. Subsequently, the message of the purport which a 
\Wiite balance setup completed, for example, a message which is referred to as "a white balance setup was completed", is expressed to the TV 
monitoring device 44 as step 412. 
[0042] At step 413, it is supervised [ which it is supervised whether it was exchanged in the gyroscope and it depends on the mode change-over 
switch 58 at step 414 continuously ] whether changeover to an operating mode was usually performed. It replaces with the gyroscope which 
reconfiguration of the gyroscope which registration ended, or a white balance ended, and if it is checked at step 413 that the non-registered 
gyroscope or the required gyroscope of reconfiguration of a white balance has been connected to the picture signal processing unit 12, it will 
return from step 413 to step 405, and the routine which consists of step 405 or 414 vnll be repeated again. On the other hand, if changeover to 
the usual operating mode by the mode change-over switch 58 is checked at step 414, it will return to the main operation routine of an electronic/ 
endoscope. 
[0043] It is possible to also make the electronic endoscope system by this invention coexist with the conventional electronic endoscope system, 
the y/tdie balance correction-factor data obtained at step 410 in this case are written in EEPROM24 of a cormection gyroscope, and the white 
balance correction-factor data (written in at the time of the factory shipments) held at EEPROM24 of this connection gyroscope are updated. 
[0044] Reference of drawing 6 shows the flow chart of the vAdte balance correction-factor data read-out routine performed by the system 
controller 28. This white balance coixection-factor data read-out routine is performed every, whenever a gyroscope (10) is connected to the 
picture signal processing unit 12. That is, if a gyroscope is coimected to the picture signal processing unit 12, an interrupt signal will be 
inputted into a system controller 28, and, thereby, a vjhlic balance correction-factor data read-out routine will be performed. 
[0045] At step 601, information data are read from EEPROM26 of the gyroscope (10) connected to the picture signal processing unit 12, and it 
is stored in RAM of a system controller 28. Subsequently, at step 602, collating of whether based on the gyroscope specific information data of 
the read-out information data (namely, gyroscope name data and manufacture serial-number data) and the registration data ( drawing 3 ) of 
EEPROM46, the connection gyroscope is already registered is performed. .        ' : 
[0046] If registration of a cormection gyroscope is checked at step 602, it will progress to step 603, the registration date data of this connection 
gyroscope will be read from EEPROM46 there, and the days difference of the registration date data and concerned date (date which gyroscope 
connected) will calculate. Subsequently, at step 604, it is judged whether the days difference is less than the predetermined days decided 
beforehand. If a days difference is less than predetermined days, it progresses to step 605, the white balance correction-factor data of a 
cormection gyroscope are read from EEPROM46 there, and it is stored in RAM of a system controller 28. Then, it returns to the main operation 
routine of an electronic aidoscope, and in case white balance processing of the analog pixel signal acquired from the CCD image sensors 14 
there is carried out, such white balance correction-factor data are used. 
[0047] When it carries out also at step 602 and the cormection gyroscope is riot registered, it progresses to step 606 from step 602, and the 
message of a purport which should register a cormection gyroscope there, for example, a message v^ch is said [ "please register this 
gyroscope" and ], is displayed on the TV monitoring device 44. Then, although it will return to the main operation routine of an electronic / 
endoscope, when registration of a cormection gyroscope is not immediately performed at this time, the wtdie balance correction-factor data 
(what was written in at the time of the factory shipments) stored in EEPROM24 of this connection gyroscope will be used at the time of wiute 
balance processing. 
[0048] Moreover, when a days difference is judged to be more than predetermined days at step 607, it progresses to step 609 from step 607, 
and the message of the purport urged to reconfiguration of a white balance there, for example, a message which is said "a white balance needs 
to be reconfigured", is displayed on the TV monitoring device 44. Subsequently, it progresses to step 605, the white balance correction-factor 
data of a connection gyroscope are read from EEPROM46 there, and it is stored in RAM of a system controller 28. When not reconfiguring a 
white balance immediately after the message indicator of the purport v/tdch an operator urges to reconfiguration of a white balance, such read- 
out wliite balance correction-factor data will be used at the time of Mdiite balance processing. Of course, when reconfiguration of the white 
balance of a connection gyroscope is performed according to the vdiite balance configuration routine of drawing 4 according to such a message, 
white balance processing with the newest white balance correction-factor data is attained. 
[0049] 
[Effect of the Invention] In the electronic endoscope system by this invention, it is possible to perform white balance processing always proper 
to the analog pixel signal acquired from each gyroscope, and the color-reproduction nature of the endoscope image by the electronic endoscope 
can be maintained high-definition so that clearly from the above publication. 

[Translation done.] 
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-e<o^H»i*itx3-r (10) 

[0 03 71 x-r-yr4 0 5T';^v-f hA7:^xS^x 
-/f - 6 0 oi^^vtmn^tii t, xx«/r4 o 6 tcii 

-eClTgfMxn—7•^0EEPROM2 6A>^X3— 

7•#S«#gx-:?, iP^xa-r^&ir-^'&y^Sgti^y 

2 8«0RAMrt{CfiSi^SfLS. »:V>T, X-f-yr4 0 7 

<73*f3&*EEPROM4 6fc)^Stl.-CV^4*»S*\ BP*> 

[0038] t LfS^ggiX3-rA<*aitT35Sk § 
Xf--yr4 0 8icjfi;«*^, -e^T-fgaiLxn-r^ 

sfs?g*«E E p ROM 4 e<r>^mm0)m.^m4 e ASO 

JilZ^«t^4 6 A, RX/4 6 Aj I'-J-^I-Piimt S^il 
i>, »:v^-C% XX•77-4 0 8-Ct4, Mm^n Bx-:? 

6 A<0SiE^Slg4 6 A3 tm^a^tl 
^:i>, S^i^^Bx-:?i:L-Ct±, i^XxA3:^h 

a-5 2 8lcrtagSixTV%Si^ («&) 18fig*»^^l^n 
i.x-^'3!)Jfflc^^>nS. 
[00 39]        Xx-yr4 0 7{C*iV%T, ig«?X3 



(7) i^m^f-l 1-29S907 

fM4 6iOSfflE^«iS4 6 A3 co^fl B-f-^'*«SiS^ 

C0040] Xf->77"4 1 OTf±, CCD-^^-i^'-ty 
•9■14*^^^r:^a:/ffi^^lfi^^^^^aJL> -e-tfOTr^O:/ 

1 ^T :n "7 ^ b >' 7 yXif lE^^-r- ^ JO'S* $ i-L -fe. 

[004 11 xf-<yr41 iT-i±. x^-yr4 1 orw 

*5EEPROM4 6<0lS^IK^JS4 6A<0«E^i- 

{cgai^^TS>-i.^-^{::ti. -?-<0.T1E*^^4 6 A4 co 

^S**^TL7ti'<0^-/-fe->''. '■'J^'^^ h>'N'v 

V^:r.^'^g4 4 . 
[00421 X-r-yr4 1 Xn-r**3E^$*t 

7t:*'S*-*^^$^^, ^v^-CXT--yr4 1 4-C«. 

itSgSfi^:Cii:**x-r /r4 l 3-eiS2$<x4k. 
^7*4 1 3*»^>XT- vr4 0 StcMO, Xx-yr4 0 5 

[00431 *:%BBtc:±4«^rt^2^:5^-fA«:fi!3fe^ 

ffiiEfiS^-r-^'*^iS^^=i-r«OE E P ROM 2 4 tcS 
^jLttlX. iS«^^3-r<0EEPROM24l=«J$ 

[0 0 441 l26S:#5^-fSi:, v'^-rAnvha—9 
2 8 TI^S ixS 7t-s -7   h < 9 >XWiiE{^^T-9 SStii 

>'N*7y;i.^iES?Bcr-^'SSaiUl^-?->'ti:.^=»-7' (1 
0) h 1 2lcSf^$*tSiK»tc^ 

m^s^li-^*^'i^^r-^=iybD-5 2 

UW-f-. 

[ 0 0 4 5 1 ;^-f -/r 6 0 1-CJ4. BIftfi-f-JaSiz:.y 
h 1 2{c;}g^$fl.7t:^3-7* (10) C0EEPROM2 

2 8C0RAMtCtg*'i§iXS. iXV^T. j:<.r-y r6 0 2-e 

i:EEPROM4 6coSIJ-r-^' (123) i:t::S-:^ 

[00461 ;t.r-yr 6 0 ixi^m^^-y'com&rjm 
^SnSii, ;^T--yr6 0 3fcjS*, -eciT^flxn 

Hx—^'*''EE P ROM4 6 
$fT.T. ^co^m^^B'r-^t^U.^nB (X3-7' 
c^Jg^L/c^flS) i:OBIgcM*f«^$flS. <^v^•C, 
>^x-yT6 04-C-(±, -5-<7)a^*>'^i6?**^'^^TJ'-R'r^ 

laWF^-CSittti', >?.7" -y 7-6 0 5 ICit^, -e^TE E P 
ROM4 6*»^.«M>^3—7'<0d-v'7-f h^-^^yi^^ijEfi^ 

j5i^;!^ai$itT i^;^ir A3 y ha-7 2 8COR 

AMtc1Sft^$iLS. -e<of^, ^^-rtliit*^^ ^ yf^/^ 
-^ytcMO, -e-iTCCD-Y^-i^4r>'-9-14*>^.^ 
^c,^^fcr:^a:/MI^I^S-^^r*'7'f h>'N'7yxS!®-f 

[0 04 71 ;;?.T--yr6 0 2-ctL^^;^3-7-*iasi 
$fT.-t:v^^:V->^§lc{4, ;:<.f--y7*6 0 2*'^>:^x-yr6 
0 6       , -e i -CS^^X 3 -r SrS^^^ # i-co^ -y 

V^O X d^^ v-^'f V^:-;J'^g4 4 tC^Sit 

n=5:V^J:d=5riSi&tcl4. ISiS'^xn-rcOEEPROM 

■ (^coXJSai?^m::§^Jii^^Tv^f>:t,co) h 

[0 0481 Sit:>^7^>y7'6 0 7-CB^II**F/r^BiS: 
W±t'Jb I. i: $ij»r§ix3t i: # \.z\,i, ;^-r -y 7' 6 0 7 
X-r-yT6 0 9lCjt*. -eiT;ttT7'f hz-C^yxoWIS 
^i^dg-TeiO^-y-fe-S^', 0'J;t.l4' bA^VXcO 
H^A^^'^-Ct-j tv^a J:3^^•y-^:->''*5TV^- 
^^la44tc:^S^Si^■S. i^'Ji'^-C, Xx-yr60 5tcjl 

^C:-CEEPROM4 6*»^>it^X3-rc07^V'f 
yXffliEf^m7-'-:5'*^rL;^'tt5$tT.-C i^XxA3 y 

hQ—7 2 8«7)RAMlcfgS')§ixS. LsJ-^l/— 

•/ -fe - Vf.Z^ -5 T t§g!X 3 -7-COrf-^ -7 -f h 



(8) nm^l1-298907 

[0049] 

[132] llltc5^t/it'-rJl-rn-feXIlIKc?DBSira-/ 

[ia 3 ] 01 tc^j^ L/i«^l*lffiM(^ll^fi-^5aS^- y 
V^cr>E E P ROM<?>7 JT-Vy b Sr^J^Wt::^:-^^ 
UTS)-5.. 
[04 ] EI 1 tJtM*fl«-f^SaSJ-=.-y V<7^>':K7'-1^ 

[05 ] 01     L:tW««-^MSJLrL .y h<^)$^:X7^-ix 

[061 01 t*U3t®«fi-^SJL:^.y htOv-J^^xJ. 

10 
12 Mt*ft-t3!aajt---7 ^ 
14 CC134 
2 0 ifes^yr 
2 4   CC DK^'f>'N'lHl» 
26 EEPROM 
28 i'-^xi^nyhn—7 
3 0 ^^'JgSffiLHK 
3 2 fxTTfl-^^aStHlSS 
3 2A CCDrn-feXUlSS 
3 2 B   T-^0://7'i'*^'^P (A/D) SmUIK 
3 2C yV-M,;<^^} 
3 4   :J^>f 5>'^^>^XJM^-^' 

3 6 b'-rsj-ro-feJ^lHlllS 
3 7 =^-^7i7^*aSlHlSS 
3SR-38G-38B 'r'J9)l-t\m^ 
40R-40G-40B   "fi^i^JV/T^U^ {D/ 

42R-42G-42B n WN'X^ ^ /l'^' ( L P F ) 
46 EEPROM 
4 8 ^^usa;^/ssffiLiii» 

[01] 

14 
10 

12 

16 

24 

CCD 

26 
EEP 
ROM 

i 32A 
^.-^32 

32B 32C 

30- 

—18 20 

36 
\ 

44 

50- 

^28 

52- 

46 
J- 

EEPROM 

 1^=  
58 54 
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 ?.  
40R 

46 

38R 

3dG 

D/A 

42R 

368 

D/A 

42G 

40B 

D/A 

42B 

>fLPFl- 

i: 
-37 

........... 

n> ha--? 

[04] 

401 

404 

EEPROM46«JA*_ 
--406 

att^flH€EEPROM48U:ga» h-409 

46Ai SCOPE1 
46A2 000001 
46A3 97/01/03 
46A4 124; G-108; B«120 
46Ai 1 SCOPES 
46A2 1 000003 
46A3 97/02/13 
46A4{ R= 124; G=128; B=120 
46Ai SCOPES 
46A2 1 000013 
46A3 97/02/14 
46 A4 R-124; G-128; B-116 
46Av SCOPES 
46 A2 000021 
46 A3 97/05/27 
46A4 R=124; G=»128; B==120 
46Ai SCOPE2 
46A2 000005 
46AQ 97/06/13 
46A4 R-120; G-108; B-120 

^46A 

^46A 

46A 

'46A 

•46A 

[05] 

1 

I 

--410 



(10) 

me] 

IfBa^l 1-2 989 07 

602 
No. 

No 
607 

EEPROM46*»63^*'7< h 
^605 

(51) Int. CI,6 
H0 4N 7/18 

9/73 

F I 
H04N 7/18 

9/73 
M 


